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This book is a compelling read with useful material for
group work. With the world experiencing change and
upheavals on an unprecedented scale, it is a timely call to
attention for Christians both lay and professional, as well
as those working in commerce and industry. Instead of
seeing the decline of church congregations in the
developed world as the death throes
of Christendom, Turner sees this as
just one of the many casualties of
empire-building in a social climate
where individual identity, personal
ambition and self-serving
concentration of power hold sway
with an ever widening gap between the
haves and have-nots. “Empires come
in many shapes, sizes, guises and
styles. Our contemporary empires are
sometimes more difficult to detect
than the imperial nation states of the
past. Yet today’s empires influence
and control so many aspects of our
lives without us realising, unless we

matter how confusing and threatening the times may be.
Making his points about the ten commandments received
in Sinai, God’s new way after oppressive exploitation in
Egypt, Turner takes the case of the rich young man in
Mark’s Gospel. He points out how Jesus omits the early
commandments that would enable
the rich man to earn salvation by
pious observance. Jesus simply lists
those applying to neighbour: murder,
stealing, adultery, false evidence, and
then, ‘defrauding’ (as in Leviticus
19:13) instead of coveting, implying
that riches accumulate from
defrauding others. In Jesus’ answer to
go sell everything, redistribute wealth
and set the poor free, the system that
gave the rich man his privilege is
exposed. Today it seems that hardly a
week goes by without yet another case
of corporate or individual sharp
practice being exposed.
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